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What is Yaware  Affiliate program?
Yaware partners are companies that implement technical solutions in Ukraine and in 

the world. We offer a choice of 1 of 7 types of partnership and a reward of 20% to 
50% for the payment of every client.



What reward do our 
partners receive?


Receive up to 50% reward for sales to the 
first 10 new customers.


For example, your earning: 


(15 clients * 50 subscriptions * 8 USD) * 
50%= 3000 USD


(2 clients * 15 subscriptions * 8 USD) * 
35% = 84 USD




Why should you be 
our Partner?

 You're sure that technical software 
solutions help companies to be 
competitive in the international market

 You are looking for a transparent system 
of partner rewards, and this is exactly 
what we have create

 The partnership will help you expand the 
company's services and receive additional 
financial income.




How do we support 
our partners?

 You have a package of training materials 
from our sales managers, banners and 
letters for promotion

 We help present the program to your 
customers when needed

 You can work independently with clients, or 
entrust communication to us, without loss of 
personal reward.



What is Yaware 
TimeTracker?
The software, that helps businesses to be 
more efficient!


 With the help of a time tracker, companies can 
objectively evaluate the work of an employee, as well   
as find factors that negatively affect work productivity

 Instead of long routine work on accounting for working 
hours, companies quickly and easily receive reports and 
timesheet

 We have integrated the CRM system into the time 
tracker, so managers in one program monitor the 
degree of readiness of the project, the time spent on its 
implementation and budget

 In the reports, managers will notice overtime of 
employees in time and will be able to prevent them 
from burning out. Also, they will see who is a colleague 
already looking for a new job.



more about Yaware 
Ukrainian software 
company with a 
Ukrainian heart


For more than 11 years of work 
in the Ukrainian and 
international markets we are 
proud that: 

 brought together 450 partners around 
the worl

 helped users become more 
productiv

 our customers indicate the highest 
level of satisfaction from 
communication with the customer 
support of Yaware.



Working with 
Yaware.TimeTracker is easy!

Register for partner 
program

Recommend our services 
to companies

Client makes a payment

You receive your reward!
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Become a Partner today - 
register there

Still have some questions?



Contact us:



Olena Shcherba,


Partner Success Manager


tel.: +16466478884 


Email: partners@yaware.com


Register now

https://yaware.com/partners/

